
(i*)00) UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

4 2%*95/ WASHINGTON REGIONAL OFFICE

~*EES:/ FIFTH FLOOR
803 WEST BROAD STREET

FALLS CHURCH, VIRGINIA 22046

April 11, 1975

Freddie Castillo
110 Lee Street
Wichita Falls, Texas 76301

Dear Freddie:

The U.S..General Accounting Office's job is to see
how well Government programs are run. As you know, the
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) tries
to help people who feel they have been treated unfairly at
work. We are looking at how the EEOC is doing its job. To
do this, we would like your help.

We would appreciate having you take the time to
answer our questions. We need your answers so that we can
make good suggestions to the EEOC and Congress. Your name
and address will not be listed with your answers. Also,
our questions are not part of EEOC's check on how well
your settlement is going.

It will only take a few minutes to answer the
questions. You can use the envelope we sent along to
return your answers. Please do this in the next five days.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call Ms.
Karen Kastner of my staff at 202-634-1916.

Thank you for your time and help.

Sincerely yours,

H.L.*

H. L. Krieger
Regional Manager

Enclosures - 2
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i INDEPENDENT VETERANS ORGANIZATION
' Northern Region

Freddie Castillo Chairman
110 Lee St.

Wichita Falls, Texas 76301 DR. HECTOR P. GARCIA
Founder

li ite{ fll] D April 21, 1975
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Mr. H. L. Krieger
Chairman
MR. ANTONIO (T6NY) MORALES Regional Manager.
Fort Worth U. S. General Accounting Office
1st Vice·Chairman Washington Regional Office
MR. JOE VEGA, JR. Fifth FloorEl Paso 803 West Broad Street'
2nd Vice-President Falls Church, - Virginia 22046MRS. PETRA GONZALES
Galveston

3rd Vicc-President Dear Mr. Krieger,
MISS MARIA ES-HER ANGEL
Austin In response to your correspondence of
Secretory April 11, 1975 (received April 19, 1975)MR. CELESTINO MENDEZ
San Morcos I would like to indentify the EEOC Regional

VI Dallas District Office because of the or-Execw,ve Secre?ory
MR. BERNARDO 'BERNIE) SANDOVALganization° s familarity with a complaint
Be eville filed against the City of Wichita Falls, Texas.
Treasurer They have done a tremendous job in spite ofAiR. FREDDIE CASTILLO the lack of manpower, while a mandate has ex-Wi:hitc Fc!Is

panded EEOC°s area of authority they still re-Legot Advisor
MR. AMADOR GARCIA main understaffed and underbudgeted.
Corpus Christi

Chaplain The enforcement powers are almost nebulous
MR. RAUL TELLES unless the U. S. Equal Employment OpportunityLcredo

Commission is given all the necessary resourcesVeterans- Officer
MR. PHILIP ORTIZ available, to end the "abundant discrimination"
Acbstown that continues. I believe that a recent two-

volume report from the U. S. Civil Rights Com-
mission asserts the status quo of employment
discriminationo

Please keep me posted on the response from
Congress concerning your collective sugges-
tions and an immediate reply as to the pre-
sent status.

Sincerely,
.

,--5 Fudd,66-~)

Freddie Castillo

Enclosure:

FC/av

EDUCATION IN OUR FREEDOM AND FREEDOM SHOULD BE EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
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P. 0. BOX 5445 *tate af Erxas COMMITTEES

CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78405
HEALTH AND WELFARE

P. 0. BOX 2910 *115,11:LE"92 Alle ili.11'Kirvvejel,Le/:,tilirm//5 LABOR

AUSTIN,TEXAS 78767

Anstin

April 24, 1975

Dr. Hector P. Garcia
1315 Bright Street
Corpus Christi, Texas 78405

Dear Dr. Hector:

I want to express my great appreciation to you for
your willingness to appear as a witness for my Human
Relations Commission bill. This bill is scheduled to
be heard by the House State Affairs Committee this coming
Monday, April 28, at 6:30 p.m. on the House floor.

Enclosed please find a copy of the Human Relations
Commission bill, H.B. 653.

Please let me know if you need any fur~er informa-
tion.

Very truly you~s,.uw
Carlos F. Truan
State Representative

CFT/mac
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PLANNING COMMISSION FOR NEW DIRECTIONS
Building a citizens' political-action organization on global issues

March 7, 1975

Mr. Hector Garcia
1315 Bright Street
Corpus Christi, Texas 78405

Dear Hector:

Since I have been serving as the Chairman of the Overseas Development
Council, I have become increasingly aware of the need for a new political
action organization working on global issues--an "international Common
Cause." At present there are numer ous groups, like the ODC, that are
carrying out programs of research and public education on foreign policy
issues. But there is no group which tries to translate public interest
and discontent with U. S. policies on such issues as world hunger, inflation,
population pressures, environmental deterioration, depletion of our natural
resources, economic instability, and militarism into effective citizen action
working in the public interest.

I think the need for a new citizen political action organization designed
to actively lobby in Washington -- in Congress, at the White House, among the
departments and regulatory agencies--is urgent. Therefore, I have been
meeting with Norman Cousins, Jim Grant, the President of the Overseas Develop-
ment Council, and Donald Wilson of the World Federalists, U.S.A., to see if
such a new organization could be established. We have had the assistance of
John Gardner's people at Common Cause who are active supporters of this idea.

I am writing now to ask you if you would join us at our first formal
meeting of the steering committee on March 19, 1975. The responsibilities
of the steering committee will include agreeing on a proposal for the new
organization, including a basic description, program plan, policy/platform,
financial development program, and governing structure. This proposal would
be presented in May or June to a meeting of a full Planning Commission of
40-60 persons (which we, together, must select).

The steering committee may have to meet about once each month this Spring
and members will also be called upon to join in occasional lunches, appointments,
or phone conversations. The first committee meeting will be held Wednesday,
March 19 at the Biltmore Hotel, Suite S, 43rd at Madison Avenue, 5:30 p.m.
through dinner and close by 10:00 p.m.

#mao.., SUITE 601 • 2030 M STREET, NW • WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036
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The survey on which this report is based VIadivostok on November 24, encoun- ously constricted and convoluted" for-
was conducted in December 1974, tered a barrage of Congressional criti- eign policy with "an undemocratic
shortly after the 94th Congress was cism from both left and right. The new emphasis on secret diplomacy, personal
elected with an overwhelming Demo- Congress promised to take a close look negotiations and one-man authoritari-
cratic majority in both houses. President at the direction for U.S. foreign policy, anism." (February 7,1975)
Ford had been in office for four months especially with the growing importance As the United States neared the end
and was beginning to replace many of of international economic issues that of the third quarter of the twentieth
the officials of the Nixon administration require Congressional action. And the century, public and leadership support
with appointees of his own. The Presi- Soviet Union disavowed the trade for a foreign policy which committed
dent was beginning to tackle the most agreement which it had signed in 1972 the United States to a continued and
severe economic recession that had because of U.S. Congressional legisla- substantial-if reduced-commitment
confronted the country since the Great tion tying Most Favored Nation (MFN) overseas was increasingly being ques-
Depression. The inflation rate for the treatment and credits for the Soviet tioned. It remained unclear whether a
previous twelve months had averaged Union to emigration of its minorities. mood of withdrawal from world re-
over twelve percent, and unemploy- By the autumn of 1974, Congress had sponsibility would continue, following
ment figures were rising towards eight already begun to move to limit the ac- the after effects of the long decade of
percent. Massive layoffs continued in tions of the executive branch of the massive military involvement in Viet-
the auto industry in Detroit and related government in international affairs. The nam. Meanwhile, economic events in
industries around the country, Yet the Jackson-Vanik amendment on emigra- the world moved toward effectively
stock market was just beginning to tion was only one of several efforts ending the chances for U.S. isolation.
climb from its ten year low in October to restrict the administration's actions. At this time of transition the Chicago
1974, and the Dow-Jones index would Other legislative initiatives also brought Council on Foreign Relations believes
soon be moving back up through the Congress into a clash with the adminis- it is important to seek and understand
600's. tration on aid to Turkey. And there was the views of the public and national

Both before and since the survey was strong Congressional opposition to the leaders on a series of international ques-
taken, events were emphasizing the President's action in January when he tions. In particular, it is important to
need for a clear view of American atti- imposed a tariff on oil imports. learn the extent to which the American
tudes on the U.S. role in the world. The Secretary of State spent much public and American leaders favor con-
Congress was also being forced once time at the end of the year preparing tinued United States involvement over-
again to face the Vietnam question, this to present his view of the proper bal- seas at a time when this involvement
time with strong opposition to the Ford ance between Congress and the execu- may no longer be identified with mili-
administration's effort to obtain addi- tive branch of the government in the tary commitment or action, especially
tional military assistance for South Viet- conduct of American foreign policy. in Southeast Asia. To what extent are
nam and Cambodia. A series of articles Secretary Kissinger detailed his views in Americans and their leaders prepared to
by Seymour Hersh in the New York an interview in Business Week, January support continued involvement in the
Times in December, alleging illegal do- 12, 1975: "The attempt to prescribe world, though perhaps in a different
mestic operations by the Central Intelli- every detail of policy by Congressional way than over the past two decades?
gence Agency, provoked a furor. Spe- action, can, over a period of time, so What role do the public and our lead-
cial Congressional committees were stultify flexibility that you have no ne- ers want the U.S. to play? How do do-
appointed to supplement a special gotiating room left. We recognize that mestic and foreign policy concerns and
commission headed by Vice President the Congress must exercise ultimate priorities relate to one another? How is
Rockefeller, which the President had policy control. But what is meant by growing U.S. interdependence with
appointed to look into the question of that, how much detail is what we in- other nations affecting these views?
the CIA's domestic role. An arms ron- tend to discuss very seriously with the What kinds of sacrifices are the Ameri-
trol agreement initiated' by President Congressional leadership when it re- can people prepared to make to sup-
Ford and Soviet Secretary Brezhnev at assembles." port a foreign policy? And who should

A number of Congressional leaders make foreign policy?
presented alternative views. Senator
Lloyd M. Bentsen of Texas accused Sec-
retary Kissinger of following a "danger-
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These are some of the questions that from among the leaders of major labor Research Center in Ann Arbor, Michi-
need to be answered-and the answers unions, churches, voluntary organiza- gan and the Harris Center at Chapel
heeded in Washington-if U.S. foreign tions (fraternal, foreign policy oriented, Hill, North Carolina. We wish to express
policy is to regain the confidence and and other), and ethnic and other politi- our deep appreciation to the Harris or-
support of the American people. cally oriented organizations. The field ganization, especially Carolyn Setlow,

In November 1974, the Chicago work was conducted between Decem- Lou Harris and Kermit Lansner for their
Council on Foreign Relations commis- her 10th and December 29th. tireless efforts and close cooperation
sioned Louis Harris & Associates to con- All interviewing, coding and tabulat- working under a tight deadline. Many
duct surveys of both the general public ing was conducted through the facilities other friends and colleagues assisted us
and national leaders, in order to answer of the Harris organization under the di- in the completion of this project. Among
these questions. rection of Carolyn Setlow. The initial those who deserve special mention are

The public survey involved a strati- design and contents of the question- John Sullivan of the House Foreign Af-
fied systematic national sample of 1,513 naire were prepared by the Harris or- fairs Committee staff; Charles Bray and
respondents, representing Americans ganization. After being discussed with Frank Wisner of the U.S. Department of
aged 18 years and older. In tabulations, a number of individuals from the Con- State; Peter Bell of the Ford Founda-
cases were weighted so as to eliminate gress, executive branch, universities and tion; Laura Bornholt of the Lilly Endow-
any sampling distortions with respect to foundations, the questionnaire was re- ment and David Hardin of Market Facts,
age, sex, or race. Field work was con- vised by the editor, and by Carolyn Set- Inc.
ducted between December 6th and De- low, Professor Bernard Cohen of the I want to express my deep apprecia-
cember 14th, 1974. University of Wisconsin (author of The tion to the two principal collaborators

The leadership sample included 328 Public's Impact on Foreign Policy , 1973) who worked on all stages of this proj -
individuals, representing-as best could and Professor Benjamin Page of the ect, Professor Bernard Cohen and Pro-
be determined-Americans in leader- University of Chicago (author, with fessor Benjamin Page.
ship positions with the greatest influ- Richard Brody, of "The Impact of Events Special thanks are due to Nora Dell,
ence upon and knowledge about for- on Presidential Popularity" in The Pres- the Editor and Director of Publications
eign relations. They were drawn, in idency, forthcoming). In preparing this of the Chicago Council on Foreign Re-
roughly equal proportions, from the report we have benefitted greatly from lations, who worked with us at every
political world, including Senators and an initial analysis prepared by the Harris stage of the project, arranged for the
Representatives (chiefly members of the organization. The summary analysis and design and layout of the report and was
Foreign Relations and Foreign Affairs interpretation of the data presented responsible for seeing the report
committees); officials of the Depart- here are the responsibility of the editor. through to publication.
mentof State, and officials with interna- We have also benefitted from the I also want to acknowledge a special
tional responsibilities from other comprehensive studies published by debt of gratitude to my long time friend
government departments; from the Potomac Associates e.g. State of the and colleague, Robert Hunter, who
business community (presidents and Nation 1974, by William Watts and once again provided invaluable assist-
chairmen, as well as international vice Lloyd Free, and such specialized studies ance in the analysis, writing and editing
presidents , of major corporations ; lead- as World Poverty and Development: A of the report . I would also like to thank
ers of business associations); from com - Survey of American Opinion published Norma Newkirk who carried an enor-
munications (editors and publishers of by the Overseas Development Council mous typing load with professionalism
major newspapers; wire service execu- (Paul Laudacina, editor). and good humor.
tives; television broadcasters); and from We decided to publish our analysis On behalf of the Chicago Council on
education (presidents and chancellors of the data revealed by the national and Foreign Relations, I wish to express our
of major universities and foundations; leadership samples as early as possible appreciatjon to the Ford Foundation
foreign affairs experts). In somewhat in 1975. We believe that the advantages and the Lilly Endowment for funding
lesser numbers they were drawn also of a brief but timely report outweigh the entire project.

the disadvantages of not being able to
prepare a comprehensive and detailed John E. Rielly, President
study in such a short period of time. The Chicago Council
This report should be considered in that on Foreign Relations
light. February 15,1975

The data derived from this study will
be placed on deposit with the Survey
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A number of important conclusions THE UNITED STATES ROLE tries and to keep them, ranks below
emerged from the study-some of IN THE WORLD other aspects of U.S. leadership as very
which were expected, and some of Two-thirds of the American public important.
which were not. shares a great belief that "the United At the same time, keeping the peace
DOMESTIC VERSUS FOREIGN POLICY States should play an active role in in the world was the leading U.S. for-

the world"; 99% of the leaders agree. eign policy goal for both leaders and
Not surprisingly, domestic economic However, there is widespread disagree- public, international cooperation was
difficulties attract far more interest and ment over the specific forms this role second, promoting U.S. security was
attention than almost any foreign policy should take. third, and worldwide arms control was
problem. Even so, there is little senti- A large majority of the public also fourth.
ment among the American public for a believes that real American concerns On the preceding list, both groupsretreat from the world-and virtually should be at home, and 52% that we agree that we are doing best in promot-
none among leaders sampled. But there should build up our own defenses and ing our own security and keeping theare some inconsistencies in public let the rest of the world take care of it- peace in the world second. However,views.

In general, both samples believe that self. Leaders are most consistent, with less than a third of public or leadership
federal spending on domestic programs only 26% saying they believe that real opinion (28% and 27%, respectively)
should be expanded, and spending on concerns should be at home, and only thinks that agreements with Russia and

foreign programs reduced. Even where 10% favoring letting the world take China mean there is little chance of a

opinion on this matter varies, the high- care of itself. world war.
The public is fairly evenly divided on UNITED STATES DEFENSE ANDest priorities tend to be assigned to ex-

panding domestic programs first and whether the United States is as import- MILITARY INVOLVEMENT
cutting foreign and defense programs ant in the world as it was ten years ago.
first. Leaders strongly believe our importance About half of the American public

(46%) wants to keep the defense budget
At this same time, there is a high de- has slipped. Both groups, meanwhile,

gree of public understanding about the support a somewhat more important where it is; 13% believe that it should

growing economic interdependence of role for the United States in the future be expanded; and 32% believe that it

the United States with the rest of the -for reasons of past leadership, eco- should be reduced. A majority of Amer-
ican leaders (56%), however, wants to

world: oil and gasoline imports head nomic strength, democratic ideals, and cut defense, with only 8% opting for
the list of concrete examples. Still, the the need for leadership to solve world

problems. U.S. leaders are more con- expansion, and 36% for keeping it the
belief is more prevalent that the world cerned about each of these factors than same.
is dependent on us (particularly for However, public opinion is moreis the general public.food) than the other way around. Leaders who want the U.S. to play a willing (42%) to cut the defense budget

In this era of interdependence, the /ess important role abroad most often when a choice is suggested between
American public is prepared to make cite the relative shift of power to other when defense is considered on its own

defense and domestic priorities, than
some sacrifices for U.S. cooperation countries; the public cites domestic (only 32% for cuts). Leaders appear towith other countries. This includes high
majority support for cutting U.S. gaso- political and economic problems. see defense cuts as a matter of makingAmerican public and leadershipline consumption (though not for higher opinion rates economic strength as the choices in any event.
taxes), if this would help developing More than a third of leaders (34%)most important aspect of U.S. leader-countries, or if it were needed to aid us ship in the world; leaders place moral cite defense cuts as one of their first or
or our Allies against an oil embargo. values second; skill in negotiating set- second top priorities for budget reduc-
The public is also willing to cut U.S. tlements that avoid war third; and sci- tions while 17% of the public agrees.
food consumption (but not accept entific progress fourth. The public, by The public puts greater emphasis on
higher prices) to help poor countries. contrast, rank skill at negotiations sec-
American leaders are even more will- ond, military strength third; moraling to see these sacrifices made. values fourth;: and science and tech-

nology fifth.
For both groups, willingness to make

military commitments to other coun-
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first cutting foreign military aid (35%) (50% would oppose it, and 23% are . (42% to 44% against) thought the Viet-
and foreign economic aid (24%). Lead- "not sure"). Forty-one percent of nam War taught us we shouldn't enter
ers cite military aid 30% of the time as leaders would send troops, 44% would wars we couldn't win (leaders even
their choice of one or two areas in oppose it, and 15% are not sure. more firmly rejected this idea as a les-
which to begin cutting, while only 5% If the Arabs cut off the oil supply to son of Vietnam, by 38% to 55%). About
of leaders cite economic aid. Western Europe, only 21% of the two-thirds of the public learned from

U.S. military strength relative to that American public would favor sending Vietnam that we shouldn't support cor-
of the Soviet Union is the most impor- U.S. troops (22% of leaders would do rupt regimes or get involved in civil
tant factor in determining whether pub- so), and only 14% would respond with wars-while a majority learned that
lic and leadership opinion will favor or troops if Japan's oil were cut off (15% sometimes we have to support regimes
oppose defense budget cuts; the effect of leaders would do so). we don't like, because a communist
of defense cuts on unemployment is the Only 25% of the public would sup- takeover would be worse.
next most important factor. When port military action against the Arab oil Seventy-six percent of the American
asked, the ·public is more concerned producers today (although the question public see the military as having an im-
about the effects of defense cuts on was posed in the absence of an em- portant role in making foreign policy
unemployment; leaders are more will- bargo or other threat). If the President (36% see it as very important), com-
ing than the public at large to cut and Secretary of State asked for public pared with 93% who see the Secretary
spending if it wouldn't mean our fall- support for such action, only 32% of of State as important. Meanwhile, 83%
ing behind the Soviet Union. It would the public would respond favorably. of U.S. leaders see the military's role as
appear that an adequate economic .Similar small increases in support in being important. A net balance of 8%
conversion program would influence response to Administration leadership of the public want that role reduced;
public attitudes toward defense cuts. were registered for non-military areas. while a net balance of 51% of leaders

Both groups think that being strong Moreover, in the event of a further argue for a reduction.
militarily is very important; but only oil embargo, only 6% of the U.S. pub-

UNITED STATES POLITICAL36% of each group thinks that making lic would favor invasion as their first
INVOLVEMENT IN THE WORLDand keeping military commitments to choice of responses (4% among lead-

other countries is very important. Two- ers). The public would prefer sharing The great majority of the American peo-

thirds of the public agrees (33% oil with others (40% to leadership's pie and their leaders (66% and 99%, re-
strongly) that power is what counts in 83%), or going it alone (38% to leader- spectively) accept a positive role for the
the world, today; but only a bare ma- ship's 10%). In general, there is low United States in the rest of the world.

jority of leaders agree (19% strongly). public support for getting involved in Also, fully 82% of the public and 95%

This contrast between levels of sup- places where war might actually occur, of the leaders believe that some prob-
port for military strength and commit- or where U.S. commitments and inter- lems (like food, energy, and inflation)

ments was also reported in responses to ests might actually be tested. are so big that no country can solve

questions about desired U.S. behavior In addition to the high order of prior- them alone, and that they can be solved

in crisis situitions. If friendly countries ity given to cutting foreign military aid only through international cooperation.
are attacked, only a quarter of the by both leaders and public opinion, the Half of the public and more than 80%

public (23%) would send aid plus U.S. survey revealed that only 22% of the of leaders think we should consult with

troops, while a third (34%) of leaders public favor any such aid at all. Forty allies before making major foreign pol-

would do so. Only 9% of the public percent of leaders back it, however, and icy decisions.

and 1 % of leaders would refuse even tend to see more value in this aid for The American people are ambivalent

to send any military or economic aid. our domestic economy, and less dam- about international organizations, how-

These public attitudes vary consider- age, than did the general public. Public ever. An overwhelming majority (82%)

ably on the basis of beliefs that Vietnam attitudes for or against military aid saw the U.S. role in founding the United

was either a proud or dark moment in largely reflect beliefs about whether or Nations as a proud moment in our his-

U.S. foreign policy history-45% of the not it promotes U.S. national security. tory, but only a bare majority (53%)

former group favors sending U.S. troops Foreign military sales are less un- think it is very important for the U.S. to
be a world leader in international or-to defend "friendly countries," while popular than military aid, with 58% of

 ganizations such as the U.N. Three-fifthsonly 18% of the latter group would do leaders favoring such sales, but only
 of the public think that the superpowersSO. 35% of the public.

if specific countries were attacked, a In general, more recent American are more important than the U.N. in

majority of the public (77%) would re- wars are less popular than earlier wars, keeping other countries from going to
spond with U.S. troops only in the case varying from a high of 68% of the war; however, a similar number think
of Canada (leaders 90%), while a ma- public seeing World War 11 as a proud we should conduct more of our foreign
jority of leaders would also respond moment for America (13%, a dark mo- policy through international institutions.
with troops to an attack on Western ment), to a low of only 8% seeing Viet- Nearly three-quarters of the public

thinks that having good relations withEurope (77% to 39% of the public), or nam in this way (72% a dark moment).
Western Europe, Japan, and the Sovieta Soviet takeover of West Berlin (55% Yet less than half the public sampled
Union is very important; 68% with theto 34% of the public).
Arab countries; 63% with Asia; 62%If Israel were being defeated by the

Arabs, only 27% of the American peo-
pie would favor sending U.S. troops
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with Latin America; and 56% with Af- treatment of the Jews or other minority a week, in order to export food abroad
rica. Leadership opinion places greater groups is a matter of internal Soviet to combat shortages; 68% to cut out
weight on good relations with each politics, and none of our business," nonessential uses of fertilizer; 59% to
area or country, except for Asia and nearly half the public (48%) share this accept gasoline rationing; but only 30%
Africa. view. Yet almost all leaders (97%) want to accept a gasoline tax of 25¢ a gallon.

Hostility towards some of the com- to expand trade with the Soviet Union; The American public does not see it-
munist countries, where stable relation- and two-thirds of the public want to do self as highly responsive to Presidential
ships have been created, has gone so as well. leadership on these issues. If the Presi-
down. For example, 58% of the public UNITED STATES ECONOMIC

dent and Secretary of State asked, pub-
believes that the U.S. and U.S.S.R. can lic support would rise by only 8% or

INVOLVEMENT IN THE WORLDreach agreements to keep peace, and less for going without meat one day a
there is favorable support-between Almost every major economic prob- week, spending tax dollars on energy
60% and 84%-for nine specific areas lem-inflation, recession, and re- resources, cutting back gasoline con-
of possible superpower agreements sources-ranks ahead of traditional for- sumption, accepting a gasoline tax rise,
(leadership support was much higher). eign policy concerns in public and and accepting a 10% rise in the price of
Fifty-three percent of Americans favor leadership attitudes. There is a prefer- food.
full diplomatic relations with Cuba ence to use U.S. economic resources at About half the American public
(84% of leaders favor it). Fifty-five per- home; but a compensating desire exists (52%) support the principle of foreign
cent of Americans believe we can reach to use foreign policy to benefit U.S. and economic aid, but 56% also wants the
long-term agreements with China to foreign economies. level cut back; only 10% wants it in-
keep the peace (76% of leaders believe There is also high awareness of the creased, Earlier aid efforts are widely
this). impact of foreign affairs on the U.S. regarded as proud moments in U.S. his-

However, about half (46%) of both economy. Eighty-seven percent of the tory. Cuts are particularly favored when
samples believe that more countries are public believes foreign policy has a seen in the context of competing do-
likely to become communist in the next major impact on the price of gasoline mestic priorities. Humanitarian and
decade, and there is widespread belief at home; 78% on the valueof the dollar emergency aid, however, are strongly
that in certain cases this would pose a abroad; 77% on the overall U.S. econ- supported.
threat to the United States, ranging omy; and majorities on the sale of U.S. College graduates and U.S. leaders
downward from Western European goods abroad (69%), supplies of raw favor economic aid more than the gen-
countries (public opinion: 71%); Latin materials for manufacturing (64%), the eral public, although there is strong
American countries (69%), Japan (67%), price of manufactured products (63%), popular support for raising the standard
and African countries (51%). Leaders and unemployment rates (59%) U.S. of living in other countries. There is
see lower threats in each case, with only leaders are largely in agreement. Thus more public support for economic aid
54% worrying about Latin American the traditional dividing line between when it is clear that it actually helps
countries, and 30% in the case of Afri- foreign and domestic issues has become people in poor countries.
can countries. About half the public be- blurred. Attitudes towards foreign economic
lieves that communist governments in Public attitudes toward involvement aid are highly related to its impact on
Italy and Portugal would be a threat to in the international economy signifi- the U.S. economy, with 25% of the
the U.S. (50% Italy, 47% Portugal)- cantly reflect concern with domestic public thinking it helps our economy,
though fewer leaders believe so. economic difficulties. Most important, and 63% that it hurts. Foreign eco-

Two-thirds of the American public a large majority of the American public nomic aid is seen to help other econ-
(and seven-eighths of leaders) believe (80%) favors cooperation with other omies (77% of public opinion agrees),
that the U.S. should put pressure on consumer states to reduce dependence it is seer; to help others live better
countries which systematically violate on outside supplies of energy. This was (70%), and it is seen to help the na-
basic human rights. Three quarters of so even if gasoline consumption had to tional security of other countries (65%);
both samples believe it is morally be reduced and tax dollars spent. Lead- but these aims do not have high public
wrong to back military dictatorships ers (97%) overwhelminglysupport such priority. The principal opposition to
that deny basic rights, even if we can cooperation. foreign economic aid is based on
have military bases in those countries. A large majority (83%) of the Ameri- doubts that it helps our national se-
A majority (57%) of leaders think we can public favors joint cooperation with curity or our domestic economy.
should do more to oppose apartheid in the Soviet Union to help solve theworld
South Africa; but only a third of the energy shortage. But a plurality of the WHO MAKES U.S. FOREIGN POLICY?
public thinks this way. public (39%) opposes easy-term loans Public opinion judges Secretary of State

Nearly two-thirds of leaders disagree to developing countries to meet bal- Kissinger and television news highest as

that "how the Soviet Union handles the ance of payments deficits caused by ris- very reliable sources of information on
ing oil costs (72% of leaders favor such U.S. foreign policy. Leadership opinion
loans). agrees on the Secretary of State, rates

The American public also favors uni- newspapers and private foreign policy
lateral action on resources. Eighty-seven organizations next, and gives a low rat-
percent favor spending tax money to ing to television news.
develop new energy sources; 78% are
willing to cut gasoline consumption by
10%; 75% to go without meat one day
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No more than 31% of the public important (18% of leadership opinion opinion think that Congress is playing
sampled follow any foreign news event agrees); while the role of public opin- too strong a role, while 38% of the
very closely, and the highest rating in ion is itself rated at a mere 19% (15% public and 51% of leaders think that its
the December 1974 sample tended to rating by leaders). The discrepancy in role is too weak.
go to events then in prominence. On popular and leadership opinion about On doing his job, the Secretary of
average, only about 20% of the public the role of Congress was also reflected State receives a positive rating from
follows foreign policy issues very in estimates of the role of business: 85% of leaders, and 75% of the general
closely. 42% of the public sees the role of busi- public. A majority of both samples are

The American public overwhelmingly ness as very important, but only 25% of also inclined to give him latitude in
believes that the Secretary of State plays leaders do. The CIA (in a sample taken personal diplomacy, although there is
the dominant role in U.S. foreign policy. after the disclosures about Chile but be- strong sentiment for greater public and
Seventy-three percent (97% of leaders) fore those on domestic activities) was Congressional influence on the shape
see his role as very important, com- rated as very important in U.S. foreign and conduct of foreign affairs.
pared to only 49% of the public (51% policy by only 18% of leaders, and 28%
of leaders) who judge the President's of the general public.
role in that way. In terms of working for peace in the

In contrast, 39% of public opinion world, President Ford receives a 50%
sees the role of Congress as being very popular rating of excellent or pretty

good and 52% from leaders; while
Congress' rating is 42% from the public
and 32% from leaders. Comparing the
two, only 10% of leaders and public
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A national survey on one specialized the amount of interest they have in sub- sures " were generally in the 10% range,
area will tend to exaggerate the area's jects that are of apparent interest to in- and often went to the 25-35% range;
significance in the everyday lives of or- terviewers. Indeed, when the public but for the sample of leaders, the pro-
dinary people. By posing a long list of sample was asked how closely they had portion of "not sures" was approxi-
questions on a single subject, the sur- followed news about eleven different mately half that for the general public.
vey can make it appear that the subject and specific foreign policy events, a Next, there is the question of the re/a-
at issue is uppermost in the public rather different picture emerged. tive value attached to foreign policy
mind. It is important, therefore, to be-
gin by introducing some perspective. TABLE 1-1. How closely would you say you personally have followed news
This national sample represents the about the following events-The Public
adult population of the United States,

Very-,~r Somewhat Not Very Not 1with all its rich diversity-cultural, edu- Closely Closely Closely Sure j~cational, social, economic, professional,
00religious and residential. But to what

extent are the respondents in this sam- ~The World Food Conferer,cq~
pie interested in any horizons other [Problems in the  Middle-Eas i~ir.551-3,1,9~~'Irlthan the immediate ones that surround .. .
their private lives? What hold does for. ~Kissinger's trip to Chg~~28 1~91Ir3-2-7.E.11
eign policy have on their minds? What t~rafat's visit  to-ihe U.1'·.~-20~~2-~~~~48~~3~
priority does it have in their view of I1 Discussion about the U.S.
public and private concerns? And how ~recodnizinE fu_ba 18 36 44 1does the public differ from the sample
of leaders chosen because of the latter' s [~Rrd-Brezhnev summit-fneet'0231I17~3 11187~27
more active role in shaping the course Congressional debates on
of the nation? L foreign defense spending 16 36 47 2

We can begin to answer these ques- ~-he war in Cypru~2-1tions by posing a further one: How in- --- ---- .-
terested is the American public in news !~Congressional debates on
about various subjects and events? Lo- ~.foreign aid 4
zal and national news predictably are at EN.IMM=MA
the top: 56% of the public describe ~ig*-TimS~F
themselves as "very interested" in both. -

L,Elections in Great Britain,~
News about other countries comes in
last, with 35% "very interested," and
20% "hardly interested at all." Nearly It is important to note that no item issues. In one sense, the priority that

half (49%) report themselves as "very on tbis list was followed "very closely" Americans accord to foreign policy is
interested in news about the relations by even one-third of the public. Only low: domestic economic issues take
of the U.S. with other countries- four items were followed "very closely" strong precedence among the Ameri-
slightly more than the 47% who are by one-fi fth or more. Nearly one-half of can people and its leadership over the
very interested in state level news. the public acknowledged that they had familiar issues of external relations that

I hese statements on interest in news not followed seven out of the eleven have pre-occupied the U.S. for the past.
about U.S. foreign relations probably issues very closely at all.
cannot be taken at face value, however, Limited interest in foreign policy

because individuals tend to over report questions is also reflected in the pro-
portion of "not sure" answers to spe-
cific questions that require more than
an intuitive or "gut" response. In the
survey of the general public, the "not
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generation. But in another sense, the The public also places a higher em- arms race (28%), world hunger (18%),
priority of foreign policy is high, if we phasis on those foreign policy issues interdependence and cooperation
talk about new issues of external rela- that have implications for the domestic (16%), balanceof trade (15%), Western
tions, For example, the course of do- economy. When asked to name the two Alliances (14%), and detente with the
mestic economic policy and welfare is or three biggest foreign po/icy prob- Soviet Union and China (12%),
widely seen as highly interdependent lems facing the United States-ripe for This tendency on the part of public
with events taking place in the rest of federal action-the public placed for- opinion to show greater concern for
the world. Let us look at this phenome- eign aid at the top of the list (33%). And domestic issues is borne out by atti-
non in more detail. the chief reasons given for opposing it tudes towards increasing or cutting fed-

One of the clearest findings in this -in answer to this free response ques- eral spending, when a choice is implied
survey is the predominance of domestic tion-were the need to "stop support- between competing programs. The fol-
economic questions over other pub- ing the rest of the world" and to "take lowing table illustrates this point.
lic policy issues. When the survey was care of our needs first." Next in impor- There is majority public support for
conducted, the annual rate of inflation tance was the oil shortage and related greater spending on health, education,
was running over 12%, and unemploy- issues (25%),and the Middle East (14%) housing, and pollution control; leaders
ment was near 8%. At that time, both -though this issue, too, is related to concur, though in a slightly different
public and leaders expressed most con- the U.S. economy (oil), Only after these order. Meanwhile, the four areas of
corn about the problem of inflation, issues did "keeping the peace," "co- highest public support for cut backs are
while leaders also ranked recession and operating with other nations," and military aid, economic aid, defense
the energy crisis high on the agenda for "avoiding war" appear (13%), followed spending, and CIA covert operations;
federal governmentaction;publicopin- by concern for our balance of trade leaders have a somewhat different list:
ion is less concerned with recession, (10%). farm subsidies, military aid, CIA covert
and even less with energy. Traditional Leaders responded somewhat differ- operations, defense spending, and high-
foreign policy questions ranked rather ently, perhaps reflecting a higher inter- way expenditures.
low on the agenda for federal govern- est in foreign issues in their own right. In terms of priorities for expanding/
ment action by both public and lead- The Middle East topped the list (43%), cutting back, public opinion would ex-
ers, as the following table makes clear. followed closely by oil (41%), then the pand six domestic programs before any

foreign one; leaders would expand five
domestic programs first. On priorities

TABLE 1-2. The two or three biggest problems facing the country today that you for cutting back, the public names four
would like to see the federal government do something about. foreign programs 1,efore reaching wei-~ii5117~e~ fare; and leaders name three before

reaching farm subsidies.
Yet despite these observations aboutECONOMY ~HIIIm~~~p#-0~~~ the relative importance of domesticInflation, high prices, high cost of living 56 54

Recession, unemployment 28 41 issues for the American people--and

The economy 12 1 world-there is still strong support for
13 30 |ow public interest in the rest of the

High cost of food, groceries a category of issues that reflect growingHigh interest rates American interdependence with the
45 rest of the world, For example, both

Energy crisis, fuel shortage 10 42 leadership and public opinion strongly
Problems with oil-producing countries, support the view that U.S. relations with

Arabs; too dependent on them for oil 1 4 other countries have a major impact on
FOREIGN POLICY 1 virtually every aspect of the economy at

Should stop supporting other countries with home, from prices for food and gaso-
foreign aid; should take care of this line, to rates of unemployment.
country's needs 8 2 There is also a signif cant sense of

U.S. foreign policy 3 7 U.S. dependence on the rest of the
World peace, disarmament 2 6 world for the strength of our domestic
Too many imports; should use American products 1 economy. For example, 71% of public

' Devaluation of the dollar 1 1 opinion believes that the U.S. depends
Middle East situation 1 8 "a lot" on the rest of the world for gaso-

line and oil: 41% for markets for manu-
fact,ired prc,ducts; ,~nd 30% as a source

GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION; REORGANIZATION 15 of raw materials for manufacture,
Corruption, dishonesty in government 10 10 At the same time, the American pub-
Government should be overhauled, revamped 4 5 lic sees the rest of the world as being
Country disorganized, in a mess 1 3 more dependent on us than the other
Salaries of public officials too high 1 1 way around-which should be ex-

pected, in view of past U.S. economic*less than 0.5%
relations with the rest of the world. Ac-
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TABLE 1-3. Here is a list of present federal government programs. For each, tell
whether you feel it should be expanded, cut back or kept about the same.

Cut Keep N~1~
Expand Back Same Sure*~

PUBLIC_~ AIAo/0,~0/0 ~„,60/0

~ 1. Aid to education 58 8 30 4
1 2. Health insurance 58 7 27 8
~ 3. Housing 56 10 27 6
~ 4. Pollution control 50 12 33 5
~ 5. Farm subsidies 30 28 27 16

6. Welfare and relief programs at home 30 34 30 6
7. Highway expenditures 22 21 51 6

~ 8. U.S. information programs abroad 17 23 37 23
5 9, Defense spending 14 42 38 6

10. General information gathering
I activities of the CIA 11 29 34 26

11. Economic aid to other nations 10 56 28 7
12. Secret political operations of the CIA 8 39 27 26

113. Military aid to other nations 3 70 20 7
&~=ia LEADERS
~6 6 16 2

2. Health insurance 73 5 18 3

Ci. Welfare and relief programs at home 41 20 34 5

3. Aid to education 60 6 32 2
4. Pollution control 53 14 31 2
5. Economic aid to other nations 42 20 36 2

7, U.S, information programs abroad 21 25 49 5
8.Defense spending 10 56 33 1
9. Highway expenditures 7 56 35 1

10. General information gathering
activities of the CIA 7 25 59 9

11. Farm subsidies 6 74 16 5
12. Secret political operations of CIA 2 66 23 9

111 Military aid to other nat_ig!15 -.d/Ili~ 0 ·A- 7  3.~29~ 5

cording to the public sample, the rest nature of significant issues, then Amer-
of the world depends "a lot" on the ican public opinion is aware of the rest
United States for food supplies (84%); of the world, and also prepared to act
industrial know-how (77%); investment based on that awareness.
capital (76%); markets for manufac- But how does a growing sense of
tured products (73%); technological interdependence with the rest of the
equipment (72%); ind manufactured world translate into specific attitudes
products (67%). and actions? As later chapters indicate,

This growing sense of interdepend- there are many ambiguities and possi-
ence was reflected throughout the sur- ble contradictions in attitudes, espe-
vey in answer to specific questions cially among the general public. There
about actions the United States should is also a significant disparity between
take in relation to Ihe rest of the world leadership and public opinion on a
-as will be seen in later chapters. It is number of issues, especially where
significant, however, that there was a there is a different level of interest or
greater awareness of, and support for, access to information. But the general
interdependence in the economic field, proposition isstill a validone:thatdeep-
as opposed to those of military or ening U.S. domestic economic prob-
security affairs. This trend of thinking lems are stimulating greater public and
parallels the growth of new economic leadership awareness of the limits to
security problems, coincident with the American independence from the rest
decline of military concerns deriving of the world.
from the Second World War and its
aftermath.

Thus if we redefine the idea of "for-
eign affairs" to reflect the shift in the
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11 FOrelull Pallg BOalls anci PericirmanCe

How do American People and their Indeed, when asked what future role sentiments, going italone, or letting the
leaders view the role of the United the U.S. should play in the world, a rest of the world take care of itself.
States in the world today? What should majority of the public (62%) responds Many leaders (39%) want the U.S. to
this role be in the future? What goals that ten years from now we should play a more important and powerful
are deemed most important? And how play at least as important and powerful role ten years from now, whereas few
well is the nation doing in reaching role as today. Far more want the United (15%) favor a less important U.S. role.
these goals? States to play a more important role, It was also true of leaders that com-

than want it to play a less important mitment to an active U.S. role in the
INVOLVEMENT, NOT ISOLATION one. world did not extend to many concrete

Despite pronounced concern with do- At the same time, the public is often steps involving the use of American
mestic matters, the American public reluctant to invest money, effort, or money or manpower abroad. Leaders
does not, by any means, advocate a manpower to support actions implied sampled, too, hope to promote Ameri-
withdrawal from world affairs. To be by an active U.S. role in the world. can influence without great cost.
sure, a majority of the public sampled Should resources be put to domestic
agree strongly with the statement that or foreign use? Most people want the THE AIMS OF FOREIGN POLICY

"America's real concerns should be at effort to be made at home. On the basis Without question, the major foreign
home, not abroad"; but a majority also of survey data, therefore, U.S. public policy goals for the public are to keep
agree that "the United States has a real opinion seems to define a U.S. role peace in the world and to promote
responsibility to take a very active role in the world as follows: peacekeeping and defend U.S. security. Large majori-
in the world." There is also substantial through skillful negotiations and inter- ties-85% and 83%, respectively-cite
sentiment that "we should build up our national cooperation-actions which peacekeeping as the most important
own. defenses and let the rest of the hopefully will be effective, but also goal among the 18 listed. The leaders

sampled agree, with even more em-world take care of itself"-but a ma- inexpensive.
jority disagree with the proposition that Not surprisingly, U.S. leaders express phasis: 95% and 91% cited peacekeep-
-the U.S. is rich and powerful enough even more support for an active foreign ing and national security as "very im-
to go it alone, without getting involved policy role for the United States. Fully portant" goals; and a full 55% name
in the problems of the rest of the 99% think it best for the future of the peacekeeping as most important of all.
world." In sum, a substantial majority country for us to take an active part in After security, the general public
of the public (66%) feel that we should world affairs, rather than stay out; 90% places foreign economic aims next in
"take an active part" in world affairs, agree that the United States has a real importance for the United States.
rather than "stay out." This figure has responsibility to take a very active Seventy-five percent of public opinion
changed little in nearly 30 years. role; and few agree with isolationist rates the securing of adequate energy

supplies as "very important"; while
74% places the protecting of AmericanTABLE lid. Whether it will be best for the future of the country if we take an
workers' jobs in this category. Otheractive part in world affairs-The Public - economic goals are also rated as very

-Beiier~ important: these included fostering in-
We Take an Better If We ternational cooperation to solve food,

Active Part in Stay Out of NotSure~ ~~fliliov~ awngr'71~9'yat'M~'~E;choe~pjit~F~rid Affairs4A  World Affairs J--

~197,;~66*~~]~ 24% Il#df,7' ling world hunger. Leaders generally

[1955-~72 -~ ~ considerable less importance to pro-
agree, although they tend to attach

[~947-~68~25_~ tecting American jobs.
NOTE: Trend data from 1947 and 1955 come from national surveys conducted by NORC in Chicago. There is a tendency for goals that

Responses from eight intervening surveys fall within this same range. would directly help Americans-
whether in terms of physical security or
standard of living-to take precedence
over goals involving the fate of other
countries, such as protecting weaker
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TABLE 11-2. Importance of foreign policy goals for the United States-The Public

44
.lim

0.* 0  0 9 0
r. CD 0

Cgdaining gm
aintaininga balance of power among nation~~

~1.-S.KrengthelliFid thgtiniled Nation 1
[ 12. Helping to improve the standard of living in
I.I-kiss developed countries-4 9 47 3
~13. Protectingtheinterestof Americanbusiness
~A abroad 42 13
&:!i-Strengthening countrio who are friendfi~EFI;liF~
[11_pefendingourallies'security 33 0 9 8 -
116:_Protecting weaker nations against foreign aggr ~sior!·~Ir-21~2T1IIr81E-1
[ 17. Helping to bring a democratic form of
~A government to other nations 28 53 11 8
[1/promgtiog~Lbidevelopment of capitalism abroad 116 140,~30«~14~

TABLE 11-3. Importance of foreign policy goals for the United States-Leaders

Very Somewhat  Not Important Most 1
Important important.,„„,- At All - Not Sure_ Importantl

11. Keepingpeace inthewor\d~5-0~I-0/ol~-ji1%
12. Promoting and defendingour own securit~~
&3, World wide arms control 8612~ 1

Fostering international cooperation to solve common
problems, such as food, inflation and energy ----,idIA 86 12 1 1 16

& 5 . H e l p i n g a ~ * e w n t l d _i n f l a t i o n ~- 8 1 H 1 6~~ ~~~~

1 6. Secu[ing adeqltale,awpplies enwgy..~ 77 Jl~
m-Z_-Comballing IT-!11'gn 22~

r 8. Helping to improve the standard of living in
Ii=. le*  dev#Qped countries 62 36
~9. Maintaining a balance of power among nation~~56164

-

£10._Dqfending our allies' securiI~'~E~

Lll. Protectingthejobsof American workers ~34 illlllk.5~~
~12. Containing communism"~ I 49 ~ 16 H 1 1...Iia...

+

113. Strengthening the United Nations 31 44 24 1 -

[14. Strengthening countries wh~re kiendly toward us 128 '~6~5  IIIIIFlI/-1
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TABLE 11-3. Importance of foreign policy goals for the United States-Leaders

ery Somewhat Not  important Most
Important Important At All Not Sure_ Important

I 53Protecting weaker nations against foreign  aggressio~'.2..6..ylr-6-6-Yllr 6 yl-217liP"'.Iyl

~16. Protecting the interests of Ameri an business a roa 1 64 18 1

1 17, Helping to bring a democratic form-of government
IIA to other nations 13 55 30

E'18.  Promoting the development of capitalism abroad =~ 9~~44 ~~45 -i~

nations against aggression, defending However, their attitudes differ from "positive," the number of "excellent"
allies, security, or helping to improve public opinion in assigning very great ratings was very small: never more than
the standard of living in less developed importance to leadership in moral 16% for any one of the 18 goals sam-
countries. values. About one quarter (23%) of the pled, and more often around 6%. Pub-

Perhaps most striking, however, tra- leaders cite moral values as the most lic opinion, in short, is generally unim-
ditional Cold War aims no longer important of all. pressed with American foreign policy
seemed to have as much appeal either performance. Leaders are even less
for public or leadership opinion. Con- ASSESSMENTS OF approving.
taining communism is cited as very im- PAST PERFORMANCE However, this discontent with U.S. ef-
important by a majority of the public How does public and leadership opin- forts does not center on achievements
(54%-however, it ranks ninth in prior- ion assess American success in achiev- in keeping peace in the world, in pro-
ity); and by a still smaller fraction ing foreign policy goals? The public moting ariel defending our own security
of leaders (34%); strengthening coun- sampled gave mixed reviews. While (or, to a lesser extent, in securing world-
tries friendly toward us is considered many overall ratings could be labelled wide arms control). In these areas, pub-
very important only by 37% of the
public. Protecting the interests of Amer- TABLE 11-4. Positive ratings of job U.S. is doing in achieving foreign policy goals
ican business abroad is very important Public Leaders
to only 39% of the public and to 17% of
the leaders. Both groups put at the bot-
tom of the list the exportation of the ~FZmoting.anp"Me~nding our ownsecurij~
American way of life in terms either of

 [Rgfefiding our allies' security..~ 66 I 78J~
bringing a democratic form of govern- --J---I---I--I-lill---- --------

ment to other nations, or of promoting ~KeEping peace in the world ~60 N 73 I
the development of capitalism abroad. I  Strengthening countries who ardfriendly

On balance, the selection of goals a 58 57
seems to indicate partly a turning in- Atowfd-us

ward and partly a tempering of Amer- Iping to improve the standard of living in

ican messianism. Many see foreign ~~ess developed countries 56 26

policy more as a tool to serve certain rKLintaining a.balarSe-offilwer-among nations - 41741
particular U.S. interests-and are turn-
ing away from conflict with commu- &-Contal,nlng communis _HH 54~
nism abroad as a preeminent foreign ~
policy goal. Protecting weaker nations against

This conclusion is also evident in forei n a ression 53 59
views of the importance for the United - -- I------ --

states to be a world leader in various KEEtestinR!!1~tuffjfY)'YstZBiTTYssabroad_*,~53 1
respects. The public strongly endorses [Promoting the development of ca italism abroad 2 32

capabilities for peacekeeping-espe- Stren thenin the United Nations 4 18
cially skill in negotiating settlements

Fostering international cooperation to 5012-~
that avoid war (and, to a lesser extent,

common problems, such as food, inflation and
military strength)-as "very important"
areas for U.S. world leadership. On the enerS 

44 33~

economic front, public opinion cites [Combatting world hunger 41 20

economic strength as the most impor- IHelping to bring a demcicratic fdim of g6vernment
tant area for U.S. leadership more often L to other nations - 40 14
than any other area. Scientific and tech- .--£~-«:k...B-

nological progress, and standard of liv- [FEFF~

ing, are also rated as important areas
for U.S. leadership. ['FFEEE)225-11m-eri~~a~w~=~~-3-~~~47~

rHelping solve world inAation 24 ~
U.S leaders largely agree that eco- -

nomic and peacekeeping capabilities
are chief areas for American leadership.
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lic opinion feels we were doing at least national cooperation to solve such On some goals of lesser concern, too
"a pretty good" job. (Leaders agree problems as food, inflation, and energy. -such as combatting world hunger,
even more strongly except on arms A majority thinks that the U.S. is doing and improving the standard of living in
control.) only a fair-or poor-job at securing less developed countries-there are

The bulk of public unhappiness cen- adequate supplies of energy. And in a substantial negative ratings, especially
ters on a belief in failure to attain U.S. matterof particular concern to the pub- by leaders.
economic objectives. Only 24% of the lic-protecting American jobs-only Some other findings in the study-
public, for example, thinks that the U.S. 35% thinks the U.S. is doing well; 58% such as the positive evaluations of the
is currently doing a pretty good (or ex- rates the effort only fair or poor. Secretary of State-suggest that only
cellent) job at helping to solve world On all of these economic matters, part of public discontent has so far led
inflation; fully 35% rated the results as leaders also give negative ratings, and to blaming particular foreign policy
"poor." Only a minority thinks the U.S. in fact, were more likely to give ratings leaders. Yet the discontent is real, indi-
is doing a good job at fostering inter- of "poor." Thirty-two percent of leaders cating a popular desire for greater

rate U.S. performance as poor on secur- achievements in reaching specific goals.
ing adequate supplies of energy, and a
full 55% give a poor rating on helping
to solve world-wide inflation.
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R AillillileS TOWarII U.S. Mllilary ilivilivemellt

During the past several years, there has TABLE 111-1. Defense spending
been a substantial change in U.S. mili- ---I/Ii.-9 publicviiii-,Ill,-Leaders-9
tary policy. The Vietnam War is over for -- Spend Spend Spend Spend Spend Spend 1
the United States; there is detente with - More..jameAL«ss'dili~-More-Same -Less /
the Russians; there is a limited rap- .plll .....il....rk 1...IY- -'~. ~-.Il.----IP---#...

iDefense on its ovyil~ A
prochment with China; the draft has ~..~ ./-/.-Il .«

come to an end; and economic factors [ Defense in the context of
demand far more attention than during Ilbather spendin 14 38 42 10 33 56
the Cold War-in part because of the
Cold War's end. fense reductions. (This latter figure is responses to the above question

It is not unreasonable, therefore, to still significant, however, since only ("should we expand/cut back our
expect major changes in public attiudes

foreign economic and military aid cuts spending on national defense?") with
towards the role of U.S. military in-

receive a higher priority in public responses to a similar question, asking
volvement in the world, and at the same opinion.) which items on a list of federal pro-
time, toward the size and composition

What explains the general difference grams, inc/uding defense spending,
of the defense budget.

in view on the importance of defense should be expanded or cut back.
THE DEFENSE BUDGET cuts? The answer is partly economic: to In the second question, the trade-offs

What do the American public and lead- begin with, the perceived relationship were implied, though not made explicit.
ers feel about the place that the defense between defense spending and unem- Yet few leaders changed their minds;

budget should play in our society? Is ployment. When asked if they favored while the public significantly favored

the defense budget too large? The right cutbacks-if that would mean increas- spending less on defense when the full
size? Or too small? ing unemployment-46% of the pub- spectrum of alternative uses of federal

Direct questions in the survey on this lic originally favoringacutback changed revenues was presented.
subject elicited the following response their minds, while only 20% of the Both groups of respondents were also

among the public sampled: 13% think leaders originally favoring a cutback questioned on the relationship between
the defense budget should be ex- followed suit. defense spending and American mili-
panded, 47% feel that it should be kept When the opposite question-as- tary strength, relative to that of the
about the same, and 32% feel that it suming no unemployment from a de- Soviet Union. Fifty-nine percent of the

should be reduced. But there is an im- fense budget cut-was asked of people public who had favored cutting back
portant disparity on this question be- who originally favored expanding the the defense budget changed their
tween leadership and public opinion, defense budget or keeping it the same, minds when this would entail our mili-
with leaders favoring a reduced military then 21% of the public respondents tary strength falling behind that of the
effort by a much higher percentage: changed their minds, while only a tiny Soviet Union. Fifty-seven percent of the
only 8% feel the budget should be ex- 4% of leaders did so. leaders originally favoring cutbacks also
panded, 36% feel it should be kept the Thus it appears that the issue of un- changed their minds.
same, while 56% feel it should be cut employment does not play a decisive At the same time, 40% of the public

back. role in leaders' views of the size of the respondents who had favored expand-
Further, 34% of leaders put defense defense budget, while the unemploy- ing the defense budget or keeping it the

spending on a list of the first one or two ment factor plays an important role in same changed their minds when the
federal programs that should be cut public attitudes (when a link between contingency was presented that this

back; while 17% of public opinion ex- defense cutbacks and a loss of jobs is would not mean that our military

press this preference for priority de- explicitly made). It may be that most strength would fall behind that of the
leaders are aware of this link and took Soviet Union. Among the comparable
it into account in their initial answers. group of leaders, fully 66% changed

There is also a difference between their minds.
leadership and public opinion on a fur-
ther economic aspect of defense spend-
ing. This becomes clear on comparing
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Thus it appears that, concerning atti- This strand of "realpolitik" is even This table, coupled with earlier data,
tudes on the defense budget, the issue more strongly in evidence in responses indicates that the general public seem
of U.S. military strength in comparison to the following statement: "The only to combine support for a strong defense
to that of the Soviet Union is a more way peace can exist in this world is with a decided reluctance actually to
potent factor for both leaders and pub- when a country like the United States get involved in combat, or in steps that
lic opinion than is the issue of unem- who wants peace is strong enough to could lead to combat-perhaps as an
ployment. However, leaders sampled back up warnings to possible aggressor extension of aid commitments. Leader-
were less concerned than the general nations that they can't get away with ship opinion, meanwhile, is more inter-
public about problems of unemploy- aggression." This does not imply actual nally consistent: the degree of its
ment--or else they were unconvinced military involvement, but rather the support for a strong defense is more
that unemployment would result from strength to deter. Here, there is a re- closely correlated with a willingness to
defense cuts. Furthermore, leaders are markably similar response by both sam- commit forces if friendly countries are
more willing than the general public to ples, with public opinion agreeing by attacked. But neither group rates the
cut defense if this would not mean our 74% for (43% strongly) and 15% importance of American military in-
falling behind the Russians. Both groups against; and with leaders agreeing by vo/vement as anything like the impor-
seem to be willing to exploit a real spirit 77% for (40% strongly) to 20% against. tance of military strength.
of detente but with greater confidence The aversion to U.S. combat involve-
in it on the part of leadership. U.S. MILITARY COMMITMENTS ment would appear, on the face of it,

ABROAD-IN GENERAL to have its roots in the Vietnam War ex-
U.S. MILITARY STRENGTH How do the American people and their perience. This is borne out by compari-

Closely related to the question of leaders view U.S. military involvement son of responses above to attitudes to-
United States prestige and relative mili- overseas? It has been noted that only a ward the Vietnam War. First, only 8%
tary strength are attitudes about the im- modest 36% of public opinion and of the public think that the Vietnam
portance of leadership in various fields. leaders sampled rate a willingness to War was a "proud moment" in Ameri-

Both public opinion and the leaders make military commitments to other can history; 72% think it was a "dark
sampled place a high value on the countries and to keep them as being moment"; and 15% chose neither view.
United States' being a leading military "very important." But what should the Within these categories, responses to
power in the world. Sixty-nine percent United States do "if friendly countries "attacks on friendly countries" divide
of the public, and 73% of leaders, feel are attacked"? as follows:
that it is "very important" for the
United States to be a world leader in

TABLE 111-2. U.S. response to attacks on friendly countriesmilitary strength, By contrast, only 36%
of each sample think it "very impor- ~Lnde~
tant" for us to be a world leader in ,"I'll"""I'll"""I'll"""I'll"""I'll'll'll"ZELI'll:#'..0/
"willingness to make military commit- ~Send militaryand economic aid,
ments to other countries and to keep L plus troops 23 34
them," (at least "somewhat important"
leaders, 84%, public 75%). ~Military and economic aid only 37~71

These data may not reflect a move [~conomicaidon li~ 22 6/

IN-othin i- ~//1//towards isolationism-buttheydoseem
to mean a move towards earlier views -121of U.S. self-reliance rather than a far- kEL2!:E~ ? 1
flung set of commitments. The public
and the leaders diverge widely on this, TABLE 111-3. Views of the Vietnam War-The Publichowever; when they are confronted
with a directquestion: 26% of the pub- Proud -"-~I- Dark 7
lic and 85% of the leaders strongly dis- Moment Neither Moment I
agree with the proposition that "The Comparison:-~ (8%) „,- (15%) ~„„,- (72%) ~
United States is rich and powerful rf friendly countries
enough to go it alone, without getting ~are attacked-The Public
involved in the problems of the rest of i
the world." 1Send military and economic aid,

Yet there is less divergence of views ~ ilys-trtps 45% A/k 33% A*A 18%
between leaders and public opinion on ~conomic aid only™~ 12 ~ 12 ~ 35 ~
a related issue: "when a country feels [Militaryand economic aid only~ 27~38 ~40~
that what it believes in is right... hav- .
ing the power to get what you want is £Nothini]~7~10~

what really counts, today."Among pub- [Not sur/~
lic opinion, 66% agree with this propo-
sition (33% strongly) and 27% do not;
while among leaders, 55% agree (19%
strongly) and 43% disagree.
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People who see the Vietnam War as a not hold up in the face of specific prob- minority of the general public-despite
"proud moment" are substantially more ing into the circumstances that might its attitudes towards NATO-are so in-
likely to favor circumstances that might justify U.S. military involvement, in- clined.) Only in three areas, (where
lead to its repetition elsewhere, than cluding the use of U.S. troops. communist countries are involved and
were people who think of it as a "dark The following table speaks elo- these of a low order or priority), does
moment." Conversely, the latter are quently: only an invasion of Canada public opinion in favor of a U.S. mili-
substantially more inclined to do noth- would evoke majority public support, tary and troop commitment outweigh
ing, or to |imit our response to eco- and only that and an invasion of West- leadership opinion.
nomic aid, than were the former-and ern Europe (or a Soviet takeover of (A word is in order concerning the
they are less likely to be without an West Berlin) would evoke the majority relatively high number of "not sures"
opinion on the matter! support of leaders sampled. Of course, in both the leadership and public sam-

these questions do not take account of ples. For the public sample, only two
U.S. MILITARY COMMITMENTS the popular and political climate that contingencies did not approach one-
ABROAD--IN PARTICULAR might prevail if any of these possibili- quarter "not sures": invasion of Canada
One-half of the public shares the view ties came to pass, nor the popular re- -close to home, but a most unlikely
that the United States should keep its action to an appeal by the President or contingency; and Vietnam-where the
commitment to NATO in its current Secretary of State. In a time of peace, reality of fighting is most recently vivid
state-a position which was held by it is difficult to predict reactions in a for Americans. But given the hypotheti-
62% of leaders. An additional 4% of future time of crisis. Yet the present re- cal nature of mostof the problems men-
the public (and 5% of the leaders) be- luctance to continue our post-World tioned, and the significance of the is-
lieve that we should increase that com- War 11 role in military security abroad sues involved, being "not sure" might
mitment. On the otherside, 13% of the is striking. be construed as being a reasonable and
public (and 29% of leaders) think we There are large differences between considered response.)
should decrease our commitment to leadership and public support for Among those areas listed in the table
NATO; and only 7% of the public and United States involvement in five areas where the United States might actually
2% of leaders think we should with- listed in this table: 13% difference for be called upon to act, two stand out in
draw altogether. (Of course, leadership Canada, 38% Western Europe, 21% contrasting low public support and
views on decreasing support for NATO Berlin, 11% Cuba and 14% Israel. (In higher leadership support for military
may reflect expressed willingness to two of these cases the differences are action: Western Europe and Israel. At
negotiate reductions in both United potentially quite important: a majority the same time, leadership and public
States and Soviet European forces.) of the leaders favor military involve- opinion are in near agreement on with-

However, this margin of support for ment in case of attack on Western holding support for the use of arms to
our general commitment to NATO does Europe or West Berlin, while only a defend Europe's and Japan's oil.

TABLE 111-4. Circumstances under which favor or oppose U.S. military involvement, including the use of U.S. troops

Public Leaders
Favor Oppose Not Sure Favor Oppose Not Sure

M .m' 0 m .

le...Pe
~f Israelwere being defeated by the  Arabs 27 0 23
[ If the Arabs cut off the oil supply to
~Western Europf 21 56

e e ® .2/ Cil ¢EDe
.... e 0 * 0 •1» 68

If Communist China invaded Formosa (Taiwan) 17 9
~ If the Soviet Union Attacked Yugoslavia
jA afteLTit-ols death 11 65 24 10

rif NorthViernamiauncheilamajorattack
~gainst SaiGor,~~
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In general, there is low public sup- foreign nations), 19% of leaders cited from the data other, perhaps, than the
port for defending areas where war "too much military/warfare aid," while different sources of information avail-
might actually occur, and United States only 4% of public opinion cited this able to leaders and the public at large.
commitments or interests actually factor. In part, this may reflect low The most striking differences between
tested. public awareness of mi/itary aid as a leadership and public opinion on nega-

Further questions were asked con- component of foreign aid when the lat- tive effects of foreign military aid lie
cerning attitudes toward the use of ter term is used alone. (The benefits of with its impact on the U.S. domestic
force in connection with Middle East "foreign aid"-again undifferentiated- economy: 54% of the public believe
oil. Only 25% of the public expressed are at the same time seen as "peace" that it hurts our economy at home,
a personal willingness to "support the by 6% of the public sample, and to compared to only 29% of the leaders
use of military force by the oil-consum- "prevent wars" by 17% of the leaders.) who view it this way.
ing countries, such as the U.S., Western Opinion on military aid to other na- In deciding whether or not they favor

Europe and Japan, to take oil out of the tions is not quite so negative, at least military aid, for most people the over-
hands of the Arabs ." A total of 59 % are among leaders, when the option stands riding consideration is the effect of this
not willing to go that far. The question alone rather than when it is put in the aid on our own national security . Peo-

did not cite contingencies, such as high context of competing federal programs. pie who believe military aid helps our
prices or a future embargo-"economic Fifty-two percent of leaders oppose it own national security tend to support

strangulation"-which have become a on its own and 40% favor it. Among it: 66% do so. People who believe mili-

point of public dispute recently. Yet the general public, however, 65% op- tary aid does not help our own national

it did seek to explore the impact of pose it and 22% favor it as a single security tend to oppose it: 65% do so.

Administration endorsement of such option. The story is told by the fact that 51% of

action: respondents who were not will- There is widespread belief that for- the American people (36% disagree) do

ing or not sure were then asked about eign military aid has some beneficial not think that military aid helps our

their willingness in the event that the effect. Fully 69% of the public (80% of own national security: they therefore

President and the Secretary of State leaders) respond that this aid helps the oppose it.
Finally, the basic divergence between

asked for support. Even with this added national security of other countries; leadership and public opinion on sup-
factor, less than a third (32%) of the 60% (48% leaders) that it helps the port for foreign military aid is repeated
public were willing to endorse military economy of other countries, 49% (32% with arms sales to other nations by the
force against the Arab oil-producing leaders) that it helps people in other U.S. government. For both groups it is
countries. countries live better; 44% (66% lead- more popular (58% of leaders and 35%

A further question underscores the ers) that it is a good substitute for the of the public support it) than is military
low popularity of war as a tool for se- use of American troops and manpower; aid-presumably for economic reasons,
curing oil supplies. In the event of a and 43% (65% leaders) that it strength- but also perhaps because of the greater
further Arab embargo against the ens our political friends abroad. Even "arms length" distance it may provide
United States, Western Europe and Ja- the ·last item on the list-helps our the United States from direct involve-
pan, only 6% of public opinion would economy at home-receives 31% pub- ment in foreign conflict. But the pro-
choose invasion rather than some less lic Support (61% leaders). In one other gram still does not have the support of
drastic course (40% "share our oil with area, leadership opinion registers a pos- a majority of the public.
others"; 38% "go it alone"; 16% "not itive endorsement: helps our national
sure). Leadership opinion would choose security (55% to 36% of the public
invasion even less (4%), although it sample). But many of these effects seem THE HISTORY OF U.S. MILITARY

favors greater cooperation with other to be only of secondary importance in POLICY-THE VIETNAM EXPERIENCE

consumers (83% share; 10% "go it evaluating aid. In part, the way in which people today

alone"; 3% "not sure"). The cleavage between public and regard U.S. military policy, the defense
leadership opinion on every issue in this budget, and foreign military aid will re-

MILITARY AID AND THE list may reflect greater leadership confi- flect views of U.S. actions in the past,
SALE OF ARMS dence in the value of foreign military and the impact of past actions on Amer-
There is also the question of indirect aid when its practical security, political ica's current place in the world. Public
U.S. involvement in possible foreign and domestic effects are calculated. attitudes on this point are illustrated by
conflict-or support of foreign govern- Why this should be so is not evident the following table.
ments-through the providing of mili-
tary aid. "Military aid to other nations" TABLE 111-5. Proud and dark moments in American foreign policy history
clues not stand in high esteem, with ~70% of the public sample and 73% of ~ Proud -- NeitherAiDarl~~nowJ
the leadership sample in favor of cuts.
Military aid also ranks first among pub- INT.PH'iM/RIMI ah *Iial *imb dif*
lic opinion and second (after defense [Korean War'~
spending itself) among the leadership .immmmrlim!:,M:mm~ 41/ 0 0sample as the program to be cut back
first. Significantly, however, in answer ~ 4* ee-
to a free-response question (regarding
the drawbacks of United States aid to
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These negative evaluations of our re- the public sampled say they learned THE ROLE OF THE MILITARY
cent military history can be contrasted that this was the wrong way to fight Attitudes toward the American defense
with the size of public support for the a war-while the proposition is over- effort and U.S. military involvement can
U.S. role in founding the United Na- whelmingly rejected by U.S. leaders (by also be inferred from views of the role
tions (81%); President Kennedy's han- 15% to 79%). that military leaders (and others) do
dlingof the Cuban Missile Crisis (52%); More important than general lessons and should play in determining United
the Berlin Airlift (52%); and U.S. sup- of Vietnam, to be applied to other situ- States foreign policy. Here it is too hard
port for Israel in October 1973 (42%). ations, are the specific qua/ities of that to determine views accurately because

Part of the reason for these negative conflict. Sixty-seven percent of public of different concepts about which lead-
judgments may be explained by the opinion (63% of leaders) learned from ers would favor or oppose one or an-
passage of time. But are there other Vietnam that we should not support other action in the defense budget and
factors, relating to views of war itself- corrupt regimes; and 63% (72% military areas.
and of America's self-image-that must leaders), that we should stay out of civil Fully 76% of the public believe that
be taken into account? wars. the military plays an important role in

It would be helpful here to look What then should we do? By 59% to determining U.S. foreign policy (though
further at specific attitudes on our most 26% the public sampled think we have only 36% rate it "very important," com-
recent war-where memories are most learned from Vietnam that we should pared to 73% for the Secretary of State).
vivid and lessons most likely to be ap- send arms and supplies rather than lose Eighty-three percent of leaders, mean-
plied to broader situations. First, public men (leaders 51% to 35%). while, see the military as playing an
opinion is evenly divided, only about Yet there is a further contrast, when important role (though only 34% rate
half (42% yes to 44% no) finding that the issue is broadened to include the it "very important").
Vietnam taught us we should not enter general proposition of backing regimes What should bedoneaboutthis role?
wars we cannot win (the leadership we don't like, because a "communist The public sampled divide as follows:
sample more firmly rejects this proposi- takeover would be worse." Here, there 19% want to make it more important;
tion, 38% to 55%). is majority public support (52% to 43% want to keep it the same; 27%

Yet, at the same time, there is a sense 32%) for this as a lesson of Vietnam- want to make it less important, for a
of the limitations of power in certain despite the overwhelming rejection of balance of 8% in favor of a lesser role
kinds of war-that we have not learned Vietnam as a dark moment in Amer- for the military. Leaders, however, are
from Vietnam that we could "stop can foreign policy history (leaders di- substantially in favor of a lesser role;
aggressors who would take over our vided 36% to 58% against this as a only 4% believe the military should
smaller allies" (35% to 45%, while lesson of Vietnam). be more important than it is now and
leaders reflect a striking 24% and 69% In general, however, the "lessons of 55% believe it should be less impor-
against this proposition). In contrast, Vietnam" do not apply to overall politi- tant, for a balance of 51% for a lesser
there is a plurality public view about cal-or at least non-military-attitudes role.
the way in which the Vietnam War was about a future U.S. role in the outside Again, these statistics seem to sup-
conducted: opposition to "tying the world. Among the public sampled on port earlier conclusions about differ-
hands" of the military. By 41% to 35%, whether or not Vietnam was a proud or ences between public and leadership

a dark moment, there is little variation views on the desirability of cutting the
in support of our taking an active role defense budget.
in the world (76% of those who chose
"proud"; 70% who chose "neither";
65% who chose "dark")-while U.S.
leaders give the strongest response here
to any question in the survey, a full 99%
favor an active role.
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IV. Allitilliei IOWarl Pililillial Rilliallillil]188 '
a!11 Commitments ADroal
While the American people's perspec- tutions themselves. Eighty-two percent TABLE IV-1. Importance of having
tives on foreign policy have apparently of the respondents regarded the U.S. good relations with different
undergone a substantial "demilitariza- role in founding the United Nations as nations and regions
tion," there is no conclusive evidence a proud moment in American history, Ill'~Per..T~-podant 1
of a concomitant desire to back away but only 53% thought that it was "very ~ Public Leaders 1
from international political relation - important" for the United States to be a -A

ships. We do not find a repetition of world leader in support of international IL western--9rope~~75% ~97%~1
the post-World War I experience, when organizations, such as the U.N. Three- Ifoviet Uni#;~1 ~86 ~
the U.S. withdrew politically as well as fifths of both samples agreed with the -L.faBan.,~70~ 2//
militarily. Rather, we find a portrait of a following divergent proposals: -
"post-imperial" foreign policy for the (1) "the U.N. is good in theory, but the &Arab Countries»I.68 1,1
United States. real way to keep peace in the world

 
~Asia·~

To begin with, there is strong sup- is to have the super powers such as /tatijmeric~yi621lI~yl
port among the American people for the United States and the Soviet m.- _--
the kind of cooperative international re- Union agree that they will not allow <Africa~~1~441
lationships and the peace-keeping ac- other countries to wage war" (62%
tivities that have been characteristic of to 24% for the public, 61 % to 34%
U.S. foreign policy over the past genera- for the leadership), The "demilitarization" of American

tion. Eighty-two percent of the national and foreign policy attitudes suggested by
the other data in this survey is mani-

sample, and 95% of the leadership (2) "we should conduct more and more
sample, agreed with the statement that of our foreign affairs through gen- fested in the diminished antagonism

"problems like food, energy and infla- uinely international organizations" and hostility of American public opin-

tion are so big that no country can (60% to 23% for the public, 58% ion toward certain communist coun-

solve them alone, and international co- to 41 % for the leadership). tries. This is evident in the attitudes

toward the Soviet Union reflected in
operation is the only way we can make Americans place more faith in interna-

the immediately preceding table. It is
progress in solving these problems." tional organizations like the U.N. when
On the subject of alliances, 51% of the it comes to questions related to food, also clear in the responses to other

national sample and 81% of the leaders energy and inflation, than on keeping questions: 58% of the public think that

thought that the U.S. should consult the peace. it is possible for the United States and

with its major allies before making any · Russia to reach long-term agreements
But if there is ambivalence about in-

 to keep peace and when confronted
major foreign policy decisions. A sub- ternational institutions, there is little

 with nine proposals for specific agree-
stantial 86% of the national sample doubt about the importance that peo-
and 97% of the leaders also agreed pie attach to peacekeeping activities ments (e.g., equal trade treatment,

with the view that the United States and to favorable political relations with mutual reduction of troops in Europe,

has a real responsibility to take a very other countries: 82% of the national joint space missions) favorable majori-

active role in the world. sample (and 91% of the leadership ties of between 60% and 83% were re-

The American public is ambivalent sample) believe that it is "very impor- corded among the public sample, and

about formal international organiza- tant" for the U.S. to be a world leader of between 85% and 97% among the

tions; supporting the principles and in "skill in negotiating settlements that leadership sample.

procedures rather more than the insti- avoid war." And when they were asked In view of the recent actions of both

how important it was to have good governments in the matter of "Most

relations with major countries and Favored Nation" (MFN) treatment for

regions of the world, the responses, the Soviet Union, it is worth noting that

among the general public particularly, the public favored giving the Soviet

were impressive. While these are not
controversial questions, they do sug-
gest how widespread is the desire for
peace and for friendly relations with
other nations.
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Union the same trade treatment we give TABLE IV-2. Reactions to possible communist takeovers

other countries by 62% to 24%, with hreat to U.S. o Threat'~
14% not sure. The leadership sample Public Leaders Public Leaders -„~ Public_Leadersl
favored this proposal by a more sub-
stantial 85% to 13%, with only 3% Western European

undecided. Additionally, 72% of the Countries 71% - 68% 199/~ .///.2F/0 1 00 70O

public and 91% of the leaders were
recorded as agreeing that we should Irill/)0"11/.I.... .·

work with the Soviet Union to keep
smaller countries from going to war.

Comparable support is registered for African Countries 51 30 34 62 14 8

an improvement of relations with other
communist countries. Fifty-three per- : 0cent of the national sample, and 84%
of the leaders, favor the establishment
of full diplomatic relations with Cuba. threat to the United States. Fifty percent of both samples agree that it is "morally
Eighty-two percent and 96% respec- of the public considered a communist wrong for the United States to support

tively agree that we have to learn to take-over in Italy a threat to the United a military dictatorship that strips its
live with countries like the Soviet Union States, and 47% concluded the same people of their basic rights, even if that
and communist China, and nearly 60% on Portugal. dictatorship will allow us to set up
of the national sample regard former The attitudes reported here are con- military bases in that country." (Since
President Nixon's trip to Peking as a sistent with former President Nixon's military bases do not currently com-
proud moment in American history. virtual declaration, in Peking and Mos- mand much public support, the cross-
Fifty-five percent of the public and 76% cow, that the Cold War was over, and pressures implicit in this question may
of the leaders think that the United with the measures of detente that have in fact be operating rather as joint
States and communist China can reach taken place since then. It is not un- pressures, pushing the proportions who
long-term agreements to keep the reasonable to attribute some part of are against supporting such military
peace. the demilitarization of foreign policy dictatorships to these high levels.) In

Communism is still a threatening attitudes to this changed state of formal any event, when it comes to specifics
phenomenon to at least a substantial political relations. The consequences the public response is less clear.
minority of the population, even if we of these changes have a bearing not Popular attitudes on the question of

seem to have stabilized our relations only on the range of political possibili- whether "we should take a more active
with some particular communist coun- ties that the American people are will- role in opposing the policy of apartheid
tries. Thirty-six percent of the public ing seriously to entertain, but also (and -that is, racial separation-in South
believes that economic aid helps to a little less reassuringly) on the stability Africa" show a plurality in disagree-

prevent the spread of communism, and of current attitudes, on an attendant ment; 35% agree, 43% disagree and
an equal proportion believes that mili- loss of certitude and familiar bearings, 22% are not sure. On the matter of the
tary aid does likewise; this belief con- as the formulas and rhetoric of the Soviet treatment of minorities 41 % of
tributes to support for aid-especially Cold War era have been discarded. the national sample agree that "how
military. In reviewing the "lessons of The uncertainty is visible, for exam- the Soviet Union handles the treatment
the Vietnam War," 51% of the national pie, in responses to such questions as of the Jews and other minority groups
sample (but only 36% of the leaders) how- we as a nation should deal with is a matter of internal Soviet politics,
felt that the Vietnam War had taught other countries that violate human and none of our business;  while 48%
us that we sometimes have to back rights-questions which used to besub- disagree with that hands-off position.
governments we don't like because a ordinated to the overriding dictates of Among the leaders, 34% agree that it is

communist takeover would be worse. the Cold War competition. none of our business, while 64% dis-
Fifty-four percent of the national sam- When attitudes toward the violation agree. These views contrast with near

pie though that containing communism of human rights are probed in the ab- unanimity on the part of leaders for
was a very important foreign policy goal stract, support for the human rights expanding trade with the Soviet Union,
for the United States (to be sure, many position is substantial. Sixty-seven per- while two-thirds of the public concur.
more thought other goals very impor- cent of the national sample (and 87% Thus there is popular support for the

tant), and an additional 27% rated it as of the leadership sample) agree with emigration objective of the Jackson-
somewhat important. (The comparable the statement that "the United States Vanik Amendment; but even stronger
figures for the leadership group were should put pressuce on countries support for the expanding trade on
34% and 48%.) which systematically violate basic hu- which that amendment places condi-

Most members of the public felt that man rights." Sixty-four percent of both tions.
if European countries in general were samples feel that, even if there is some We have seen in the preceding sec-
to become communist, it would be a advantage to the United States, it is not tion that the American people are re-

justified to back authoritarian govern- luctant to invest in or to depend on

ments that have overthrown democratic certain military means to accomplish

governments. And nearly three-fourths
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their foreign policy goals. And we will TABLE IV-3. Secret political operations of the CIA should be:
see in the following section that while

Kept abouteconomic means are more acceptable x anded Cut Back the same ot S rethan military, there is no unlimited en-
thusiasm for them·either. The economy, [Public 80/ol~%-Itl-7.%JiK~6%1
in fact , has become the obiect of for- ~Leaders«~
eign policy, rather than its instrument.

What can we conclude here as to the
political means that the people are sample tended to favor cutbacks. Forty percent of the public saw C.I.A.

But when asked, "In general, do you involvement in Chjle as a dark momentwilling to accept as appropriate for
achieving their foreign policy objec- feel that the CIA should or should not for the U.S.-as against only 7% calling

work inside other countries to try to it a proud moment. Thus the generaltives? Figures cited above indicate that
there is strong support for traditional strengthen those elements that serve public apparently is more supportive
diplomacy-for negotiating skills-and the interests of the United States and to and also more uncertain-about covert
for multilateral cooperation in attack- weaken those forces that work against political action than are the leaders, the
ing new and complex world problems. the interests of the U.S.?" the sample majority of whom believe that it should

broke down as follows: be cut back.But the population is more divided on
clandestine political interventions by
the Central Intelligence Agency. When TABLE IV-4. Should the CIA work inside other countries?
asked whether the secret political oper- . ..0 1
ations of the CIA should be expanded,
cut back, or kept about the same, both ~ ' ~ 4
the national sample and the leadership . 41
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V. ElillnomIC Alialri

The greatest concern today of the Consequently, most Americans saw that would make us less dependent on
American people-as we have seen- U.S. foreign policy as having a signifi- the decisions of the foreign oil produc-
is with the U.S. economy. The most fre- cant impact on the U.S. economy. Fully ing countries. Popular support for such
quently mentioned "biggest problems" 87% saw a "major impact" of foreign cooperative efforts remained at the
facing the country today were inflation, policy on gasoline prices at home; 78% same high level even if it meant that
rising costs, recession and unemploy- on the value of the dollar abroad; and we would all have to cut back our own
ment, and food and energy resources. 77% on the overall economy at home gasoline consumption by 10%. And a
Leaders shared these concerns. and on food prices. Large majorities slight majority still favored such coop-

This preoccupation with the Ameri- also perceived a major impact on such eration if it meant spending U.S. tax
can economy has two different, though matters as the sale of American prod- dollars to support it. Foreign policy
related, implications for foreign policy. ucts abroad (69%), supplies of raw leaders were even more overwhelm-
The public-and leaders as well --were materials for manufacturing (64%), the ingly in favor of such efforts.
reluctant to invest money and resources price of manufactured products at Similarly, a large majority (83%) of
in foreign policy ventures rather than home (63%), unemployment (59%) and the public favored making agreements
using that money at home. At the same interest rates (56%). The leaders sam- with the Soviet Union to undertake
time, however, there was a desire to pled largelyagreed with these estimates. joint efforts to solve the world energy
use foreign policy actively to benefit the The public therefore supported a shortage.
U.S. and world economies. number of foreign policy measures However, a plurality (39%) of the

aimed at alleviating our own and the public was opposed to extending easy-THE ECONOMIC CRISIS: world's economic difficulties. Foremost term loans to developing countries thatINTERDEPENDENCE, COOPERATION, among these were efforts at coopera- had large balance of payments deficitsAND SACRIFICE tion with our traditional allies among due to the high cost of oil. Over three-
This desire rested on a perceived web the advanced industrialized nations. fifths (63%) of the 31% who favored
of economic interdependence among Eighty percent of the public favors such loans continued to favor them if it
nations-a perception that in some oil consuming nations such as the U.S. meant spending U.S. tax dollars, but
cases may exceed the objective situa- Canada, Western Europe and Japan, that amounted to only about 20% of
tion. Most members of the public were getting together to develop strategies the public. On this matter the leaders
aware of the rest of the world's de-
pendence on the U.S. for food supplies, TABLE V-1. Cooperation on energy problems
investment funds, and technology: Favor Oppose Not Sure~84%, 76%, and 72%, respectively of Public Leaders _ Public_Leaders-Public Leadersj
those surveyed concluded that the rest
of the world depends "a lot" on the ~houT-d oil-consuming
U.S. in those respects. They were also jknations get together? 80~~ 6 1 14 2
aware of American dependence on the ~hourdoil-consuming
rest of the world for gasoline and oil ~ nations get together,
(71% seeing "a lot" of dependence), ~ if it meant cutting back
and for markets· to sell manufactured ~ gasoline consumption
products (41%) and as sources of raw &10%? a-w~...i.*il 80 .ilb. 97,~13,.~ 2/A 7./11
materials for manufacturing (30%). ~--'-~ Should oil-consumingOverwhelming majorities of over 80% -
saw the U.S. as at least "a little" de- ~ nations get together,

I if it meant spendingpendent in these respects, and majori- II U.S. tax dollars toties saw some U.S. dependence on the I support it?rest of the world for manufactured ~ - -
products and food supplies. ~Should we undertake "~

R joint efforts with the
~ Soviet Union to solve
~ the world energy 83 93 10 4 7 3
mi,hg£,age
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were substantially more willing to act: TABLE V-2. Preferred policies if U.S., Western Europe and Japan were faced with
72% favored such loans, and 93% of another Arab oil embargo
those continued to do so even if it
meant spending U.S. tax dollars.

The public reactions indicate clearly
-as noted in the section on military r5hare our oil with Europe-and Japan, even i
policy-that support for action to help ~ it means less oil for Americans 40 83
the U.S. economy stopped short of the o it a one, andlet Europe-an apan en
use of military force against the Arab for themselves 38 10
oil-producing nations. Only 14% of the
public favored U.S. militaryaction if the
Arabs cut off the oil supply to Japan- i,Wal, . e
63% opposed it, and only 21% favored
military involvement if the Arabs cut off develop new energy sources, such as general public to sacrifice, particularly
the oil supply to Western Europe with solar and coal, in order to become less concerning the use of fertilizer and the
56% opposed. Even if the U.S. and dependent on foreign oil. Solid majori- consumption of meat. But, as the lead-
othercountries were faced with another ties expressed willingness to cut back ers correctly perceived, most Americans
oil embargo, only 6% favored invading on consumption of gasoline by 10% were highly reluctant to pay more for
the oil-producing countries; a plurality (78%); to go without meat one day a food in order to send food abroad:
preferred to share our oil with Europe week in order to send food abroad to 70% said that they would personally
and Japan, even if it means less oil for combat shortages; (75%) to Cut Out not be willing to pay 10% more for
Americans. Leaders preferred sharing by nonessential fertilizer (68%); and to food for that purpose. Indeed, the lead-
overwhelming ratios. accept a system of gasoline rationing ers were over optimistic in gauging

In addition to cooperative efforts to (59%). For the most part, people saw public acceptance of a gasoline tax. A
deal with economic problems (espe- not only themselves but also the people 25¢ per gallon tax was strongly opposed
cially energy), the American public was they knew as willing to make such (62 % not willing) even when it carried
prepared to make some unilateral sac- sacrifices. a refund on the income tax; and a 10¢
rifices as well. A strong majority (87%) To some degree American leaders per gallon tax received acceptance only
was willing to spend tax dollars to underestimated the willingness of the from 50%.

TABLE V-3. Willingness to accept measures dealing with the oil shortage-The Public
midiness If

Asked By The President
Personal Willingness And Secretary of State

Would Be Not Not Would Be Not Not
Measures to deal with oil shortage and dependence on oil- Willing Willing Sure Willing Willing Sure
producing countries % % % %

r~63*tax dollars-at home to develop new energy sources
~ such as the use of solar rays and new coal technology, so
~ that we become less dependent on foreign countries for
~gasoline 87 8 5 89 7 4

Cut back our consumption of gasoline by 10%, if it would
reduce the amount of ·money we as a nation spend abroad
for oil 78 17 5 83 13 4

IAccept a-systemof gasoline rationing so that we could cut
~our consumption of gasoline and therefore reduce the
Ramount of money we as a nation spend abroad on oil-~~ 28 13 66 23 11
~Pay-10¢-agaTIon more for gasoline3 with a gas tax r6fun-d on
~your income tax, if it would cut back our consumption of
1 gasoline and therefore reduce the amount of money we as
1 a nation spend abroad on oil 50 41 9 56 34 10
~g 25¢ a Flro-n'more for gasoline, with a gas tax refund on
&your income tax, if it would cut back our consumption of
fgasoline and therefore reduce the amount of money we as
1 a nation spend abroad on oil 30 61 9 36 52 12
[Support the use of military force by -the' oil consuming
[ countries, such as the U.S., Western Europe and Japan, and
itake oil out of the hands of the Arabs 25 59 16 32 52 16
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There were some indications that tive efforts and sacrifices to meet eco- in other countries live better (70%), and
willingness to sacrifice could be in- nomic problems leads also to a great helps the national security of other
creased by political leaders, but only to reluctance to invest heavily in support countries (64%), these aims apparently
a modest degree. When those who had of economic development abroad. A did not have high priority. Less than
declared themselves "not willing" to majority of Americans (56%), favored a plurality of the public accepted the
make a particular sacrifice, or "not cutting back on economic aid, com- original arguments for economic aid-
sure," were asked whether they would pared with only 10% favoring expan- that it helps our own national security
be willing if the Presitlent and the sion and 28% wanting to keep it at the (44%) or that it helps prevent the
Secretary of State were to ask the peo- same level. Twenty-four percent named spread of communism (36%). Large ma-
pie in this country to do it, a few more it as one of the first one or two federal jorities feared that it makes other coun-
persons said that they would. In most programs (out of 13) that should be cut tries too dependent on the U.S. (74%),
cases, however, these people. would back. And when people were asked to gets us too involved in other countries'
add only between 5% and 7% to the name two or three of the biggest for- affairs (73%), and makes the rulers of
total expressing willingness to make a eign policy problems facing the U.S., foreign countries rich (66%). A narrow
given sacrifice, and would not change the most common responses were a majority felt that economic aid aggra-
the direction of public reaction. need to cut foreign aid and to help the vates relations with other countries

We cannot be sure, of course, U.S. first. The sentiment to cut eco- (52%).
whether people are able accurately to nomicaid, whilenot so strong as that to The most important reasons for op-
forecast their response to appeals by cut military aid, was substantial. position to economic aid, as revealed in
the nation's political leaders. If they are, Only emergency relief received over- the strength of their relationships with
the influence of leadership appears to whelming support: 93% of the public the aid question, were doubts that aid
be rather slight. The general willingness favored giving emergency food and helps our own national security, and
to go without meat one day a week, or medical supplies in cases of natural dis- doubts that aid helps our economy at
to cut gasoline consumption, or to asters, such as floods or earthquakes. home. More altrulstic considerations,
spend tax dollars on developing energy And, as we have noted, Americans were such as whether it helps people in other
resources, could be increased a little willing to reduce consumption of meat countries live better or helps the econ-
further by urging from the Presidentand and of fertilizers in order to help pro- omy of other countries-or whether, on
the Secretary of State. But even such vide food for hungry nations. Yet even the other hand, it merely makes the rul-
urgings, according to those surveyed, this willingness was limited: the public ers of foreign countries rich-played a
could not convince them to accept such (by 70% to 22%) resisted the idea of much less significant part in affecting
unpopular measures as paying 10% paying higher food prices to send food public attitudes.
more for food, or paying a 25¢ per gal- abroad. Moreover, judgments about whether
lon gasoline tax. And the strong rejec- One concern underlying opposition or not economic aid helps prevent the
tion of using military force against oil to economic aid was the state of the spread of communism played next to
producing countries would remain al- U.S. economy. Few respondents (only the smallest role in decisions whether
most unaffected. 25%) believed that economic aid to to favor or oppose economic aid; and

other countries helps our economy at concern with whether or not aid aggra-
ECONOMIC AID FOR DEVELOPMENT home; 63% thought that it hurts our vates relations with other countries
AND EMERGENCY RELIEF economy. While most people felt that played the smallest part of all. The tra-
The same concern with the U.S. econ- economic aid helps the economy of ditional justification for foreign aid, in-
omy that leads to support for coopera- other countries (77%), helps the people voked strongly during the 1950's, has

TABLE V-4. Willingness to accept measures dealing with the food shortage-The Public

i ingness !
Asked By The President

Personal Willingness And Secretary Of State
Would Be Not , Not Would Be Not Not
Willing Willing Sure Willing Willing Sure

Measures to deal with food shortages abroad % % % % %
~ES-without meat one day'eacZ week,-in order to send more
R food abroad to help nations with food shorta es 74 23 79 19
icut out all unessential uses of fertilizer at home, Including
~ uses to beautify our lawns, so that more fertilizer would be
~ available to other countries to help improve their agricul-
Latra! crops and avoid starvation in these countries --~ 68 AIA 23~~9.,1~ 8

ay o more or 00 at ome, in order to cut food
consumption at home and send more food abroad to help
nations withjood shortage j 22~
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lost much of its hold on the American TABLE V-5. Foreign economic aid-The Public
people. Favor Oppose Not Sure

Further, most Americans rated our re- % 00 0/0
lations with developing nations as be- --.-I -5-„-

ing less important, on the whole, than Economic aid for purposes of economic
relations with industrialized nations, development and technical assistance 52 38 10
both Western and communist. Whereas Giving economic aid if sure that it
75% called relations with Western ended up helping the people of those
Europe "very important," 56% made countries .„~..„„*,I,...,...,/i,„„„i,I////l////~79 -~1 3 AliAB
the same judgment about Africa.

Finally, there was some evidence that
average Americans were skeptical about than average Americans by the reces- "dark moments" associated with Amer-

how much benefit economic aid actu- sic,n) expressed more favorable atti- ican involvement in wars and covert
tudes toward economic aid. operations abroad.

ally brings to the intended recipients.
The leaders held dramatically differ- Indeed most of the American public

Only 9% thought that most of the eco-
ent beliefs from those of the public (52%, with 38% opposing) generally

nomic aid we send abroad ends up
helping the people of the countries; concerning the effects of economic aid. favored giving economic aid to other

52% thought that "only some" of the On the question of helping our own nations for purposes of economic de-

aid does so, and 34% thought "hardly national security, 78% (34% more than velopment and technical assistance. The

any" helps the people of those coun- the general public) thought that eco- improvement of the American economy
nomic aid does so. And 69% (a full might well lead to considerably greater

tries.
American leaders were considerably 44% more than among the general support for backing that commitment

public) felt that economic aid helps our with substantial funds. And a strong
more willing to give economic aid than economy at home. Far fewer feared that majority, 79% of the public, declared
was the general public. Forty-two per- aid makes other countries too depend- that it would favor the giving of eco-
cent (as contrasted with only 10% of ent on the U.S., or that it gets us too in- nomic aid if they could be sure that it
the public) wanted to expand such aid. volved in other countries' affairs. ended up helping the people of those
Practically all of the leaders (93%) fa-

Despite these findings, it would be countries.
vored economic aid in general, and a
large majority (72%) favored easy-term an error to conclude that most Ameri- If the American people could be

loans to developing countries with large cans were strongly and unalterably given convincing evidence that their aid

deficits due to oil costs. Among the opposed to economic assistance. The ended up in the right hands; or if new

general public, those with a college goals of raising the world standard of means could be devised to ensure that
living, and of combatting world hunger, aid helped the people of recipient

education (perhaps because they, like
 were generally subscribed to. The Mar- countries, Americans might be willing

the national leaders, were less affected
 shall Plan of aid to Europe and the to support the giving of substantial

founding of the Peace Corps as well as amounts of such aid even in a time of
the sending of emergency food to Ban- economic hardship.
gladesh were widely cited as "proud
moments," in contrast to the many
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Mr. Hector Garcia

I know your schedule is very busy and that adding yet one more activity
will put a strain on your existing commitments. I do feel, however, that your
participation is essential. Increasingly the issues of foreign policy will
impact directly on the well-being of millions of Americans simply because the
key issues of the future will concern economic and not military security
problems. Because you have a sensitivity to the problems of everyday Americans,
I think your views would greatly add to our deliberations.

Please consider this letter a formal invitation to you to serve on the
steering committee of the Planning Commission. For the moment, we are operating
on the basis of the enclosed documents. The other persons we are inviting are
listed on the enclosed. If you cannot serve, we will welcome your counsel and
advice at our March 19 meeting...but I hope you will join us; together we can
build an important new force in American politics.

Very sincerely,

31. C#WL
Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C.
Organizing Chairman

Enclosure:

List of InviteesDocuments

R. S.V.P.
Beth Perkins (202) 483-0553
Suite 301
1424 Sixteenth Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036


